We study the behaviour of scalar perturbations in the radiation-dominated era of RandallSundrum braneworld cosmology by numerically solving the coupled bulk and brane master wave equations. We find that density perturbations with wavelengths less than a critical value (set by the bulk curvature length) are amplified during horizon re-entry. This means that the radiation era matter power spectrum will be at least an order of magnitude larger than the predictions of general relativity (GR) on small scales. Conversely, we explicitly confirm from simulations that the spectrum is identical to GR on large scales. Although this magnification is not relevant for the cosmic microwave background or measurements of large scale structure, it will have some bearing on the formation of primordial black holes in Randall-Sundrum models.
I. INTRODUCTION
Our view of cosmology has been revolutionized by the notion that the universe may be a lower-dimensional object embedded in some higher-dimensional space. A particularly simple realization of this idea is furnished by the Randall-Sundrum (RS) braneworld model [1] , which postulates that our observable universe is a thin 4-dimensional hypersurface residing in 5-dimensional anti-de Sitter (AdS) space (see Refs. [2, 3, 4] for reviews). Ordinary matter degrees of freedom are assumed to be confined to the brane, while gravitational degrees of freedom are allowed to propagate in the full 5-dimensional bulk. The warping of AdS space allows us to recover ordinary general relativity (GR) at distances greater than the curvature radius of the bulk ℓ. Current laboratory tests of Newton's law constrain ℓ to be less than around 0.1 mm [5] .
The cosmological implications of the Randall-Sundrum scenario have been extensively studied. It is well known that the Friedmann equation governing the expansion of the brane universe differs from general relativity by a correction of order ρ/σ, where ρ is the density of brane matter and σ (TeV) 4 is the brane tension. The magnitude of this correction defines the "high-energy" regime of braneworld cosmology as the era when ρ σ or equivalently Hℓ 1, where H is the Hubble parameter. At high energies, the RS Friedmann equation implies H ∝ ρ, which results in dynamics significantly different from the standard H 2 ∝ ρ expansion law. The major outstanding issue in RS cosmology is the behaviour of cosmological perturbations [6, 7, 8, 9, 10] . The equations of motion governing fluctuations of the model are found to differ from GR in two principal ways at early times: First, they acquire O(ρ/σ) high-energy corrections similar to those found in the Friedmann equation. By themselves, such corrections are not difficult to deal with: they just modify the second-order ordinary differential equations (ODEs) governing perturbations in GR. But the second type of modification is more problematic: Perturbations on the brane are also coupled to fluctuations of the 5-dimensional bulk geometry, which are collectively known as the "Kaluza Klein" (KK) degrees of freedom of the model. The KK modes are governed by master partial differential equations (PDEs) defined throughout the AdS bulk [6, 7] . In the original work of Randall & Sundrum [1] , the brane had a simple Minkowski geometry and the KK mode master wave equations were solvable via separation of variables. But the motion of the brane in the cosmological case breaks the time-translation symmetry of the bulk, which makes a simple separable solution unattainable in most cases. The exception is the case of a brane undergoing de Sitter inflation, where many analytic and semi-analytic results are now available [11, 12, 13, 14, 15] .
Many authors have considered various schemes to solve the perturbation problem without dealing with the KK master PDEs directly. The most straightforward approach is to simply set the KK degrees of freedom to zero while retaining O(ρ/σ) corrections, which we refer to as the "4-dimensional effective theory". There are several approximation methods that attempt to move beyond this simplest effective theory in the case of tensor and scalar perturbations [16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27] . These generally consider the behaviour of fluctuations during certain limiting regimes (i.e, high-energy or low-energy), but the only known way of tackling the problem on all scales simultaneously is by direct numerical solution of the equations of motion.
The problem of tensor perturbations is somewhat simpler than the scalar case. The reason is that in linear theory, tensor modes are pure gravitational degrees of freedom that do not couple to matter fluctuations (provided that the matter anisotopic stress is neglected). In the braneworld context, this means that there are no braneconfined tensor degrees of freedom. The perturbation problem formally reduces to solving a wave equation in the bulk with boundary conditions imposed on a moving brane. Numeric solutions have been obtained by several groups [28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35] . Interestingly, the effective theory predicts a blue spectrum (i.e. excess power) in the stochastic gravitational wave background at frequencies corresponding to modes that enter the Hubble horizon in the high-energy regime. However, once KK effects are incorporated via numeric simulations, one finds that the true spectrum is flat and virtually identical to GR. That is, the magnitudes of the O(ρ/σ) and KK effects are nearly the same, but they act in opposite sense and end up canceling each other out. Physically, the reason that the KK modes cause a suppression of the amplitude at high frequencies is that they efficiently radiate gravitational wave energy from the brane into the bulk.
The purpose of the paper is to numerically solve for the behaviour of scalar perturbations in the radiation-dominated regime of braneworld cosmology. (Numeric analysis of the scalar perturbations during inflation has already been done in Refs. [13, 15] .) Unlike the tensor case, there are several scalar degrees of freedom residing on the brane, such as the density contrast δρ/ρ. The problem reduces to the solution of a bulk wave equation coupled to a master boundary field satisfying its own second order ODE on the moving brane. Recently, two of the numerical codes developed to deal with tensor perturbations [28, 35] have been generalized to handle boundary degrees of freedom [13, 36] . We use both codes in this paper, which gives us the ability to confirm the consistency of our numeric results via two independent algorithms. We are ultimately interested in finding the matter transfer function in the radiation era, and also determining the relative influence of KK and high-energy effects on the density perturbations. Heuristically, we may expect the KK modes to amplify high-energy/small-scale density perturbations, which is the opposite effect from the tensor case. The reason is that we know that the gravitational force of attraction in the RS model is stronger than in GR on scales less than ℓ [1, 37] . This implies that modes with a physical wavelength smaller than ℓ during horizon crossing will be amplified due to the KK enhancement of the gravitational force. However, this physical reasoning needs to be tested with numeric simulations.
The layout of the paper is as follows: The background geometry of the RS cosmology we consider is described in §II. The formulae governing the gauge invariant scalar perturbations are given in §III. Also in that section, we derive new analytic approximations for various perturbation variables at very high energies. In §IV, we present the numeric algorithms that we use to solve the coupled system of bulk and brane wave equations. Our results for the matter transfer function are also contained in that section. Finally, we summarize and discuss the implications of our work in §V
II. BACKGROUND GEOMETRY AND BRANE DYNAMICS
As discussed in the Introduction, the Randall-Sundrum model we will be considering consists of a thin brane, which is realized as singular 4-surface, residing in 5-dimensional anti-de Sitter space. In Poincaré coordinates, the bulk metric is given by the line element
Here, ℓ is the curvature scale of the bulk. The boundary of this spacetime given by a brane is described parametrically by
The parameter η is defined to be the conformal time along the brane, which leads to the following induced line element
Here, we have identified the scale factor as a(η) = ℓ/z b (η) and t as the cosmic time. Now, we define u a = dx a b /dt to be the 5-velocity field of comoving observers on the brane, while n a is the brane normal. These vector fields can then be used to construct directional derivatives parallel and orthogonal to the brane:
respectively. Here, H is the usual Hubble parameter
where we have introduced the alternative bulk coordinate r. We assume that the matter on the brane has a fluid-like stress-energy tensor with density ρ and pressure p:
The junction conditions are given in terms of the extrinsic curvature K ab of the brane,
where
is the gravity-matter coupling in 5 dimensions and σ is the brane tension. This yields
We assume the standard Randall-Sundrum fine-tuning
to obtain the Friedmann equation
Note the high-energy O(ρ/σ) correction to the expansion rate. Finally, note that we have the usual conservation of stress-energy on the brane; i.e.,
III. SCALAR PERTURBATIONS
A. Gauge invariant bulk perturbations
We now turn our attention to the perturbation of the cosmology introduced in §II. It has been shown in Refs. [6, 7] that scalar-type perturbations of the bulk geometry (1) are governed by a single gauge invariant master variable Ω. We summarize those results in this subsection.
First, we introduce a harmonic basis with mode functions
Using these mode functions, we write the perturbed bulk metric as
Implicit integration over the wavevector k is understood in equations like (13) . A priori, the particular form of the perturbation variables f αβ , f α , H L and H T depend on the choice of gauge. However, one can construct gauge invariant combinations as follows
and D α is the covariant derivative associated with the 2-metric q αβ . The gauge invariant quantities are then given in terms of the master variable Ω = Ω(t, z)
The bulk master variable satisfies the following wave equation
B. Gauge invariant brane perturbations
In addition to perturbations of the bulk metric, we must also consider perturbations of the brane metric. These are parameterized as
As in 4 dimensions, the gauge-dependant variables (α, β, h L , h T ) can be used to construct gauge-invariant quantities
As demonstrated in Ref. [39] , the effective Einstein equation on the brane is in general given by
Here, E ab represents the projection of the electric part of the bulk Weyl tensor onto the brane. Notice that E ab satisfies
and vanishes in the background geometry discussed in §II. When perturbing (22) , one can treat E ab as an additional fluid source with a radiation-like equation of state. Hence, we parameterize the perturbations of T ab and E ab as
Henceforth, we will assume that the matter anisotropic stress vanishes δπ = 0. The Weyl fluid perturbations (δρ E , δq E , δπ E ) are the "Kaluza-Klein" (KK) degrees of freedom of the model alluded in the Introduction, since they represent the effects of bulk geometry fluctuations on the brane. The matter perturbation variables above are not gauge invariant, but the following quantities are:
Here, we have defined the sound speed as c 2 s = δp/δρ. Since the Weyl fluid has the equation of state δp E = 1 3 δρ E , there is no KK entropy perturbation Γ E = 0. Furthermore, the KK anisotropic stress is automatically gauge invariant. Armed with these definitions, it is possible to derive the following gauge-invariant equations from the perturbation of Eq. (22):
The first of these gives the high-energy O(ρ/σ) and KK corrections to the Poisson equation on the brane. The second equation gives the modifications of the standard equation governing the evolution of the peculiar velocity field. The third equation demonstrates how the KK-modes can give rise to an anisotropic stress on the brane. Additional equations can be obtained from perturbing the equation representing the conservation of matter stress energy on the brane:
Finally, we can also perturb the righthand expression in Eq. (23) to get two more equations, but these are not sufficient to close the effective Einstein equations (22) on the brane. Hence we can only go so far with this effective Weyl fluid description; a complete treatment must describe how the brane degrees of freedom presented here are coupled to the bulk degree of freedom Ω.
C. Perturbation of the junction conditions
The means to connect the bulk perturbations of §III A and the brane perturbations of §III B is the perturbation of the junction conditions (7). This yields several results, the most important of which is that Ω satisfies a boundary condition on the brane
The perturbation of (7) also gives the KK gauge invariants in terms of Ω:
These reproduce the results first derived in Ref. [40] . Using these equations, we can find explicit formulae for the gauge invariants defined above in terms of ∆ and
Other quantities of interest are the curvature perturbation on uniform density slices,
and the curvature perturbation on comoving slices,
Hence, if we have knowledge of the density contrast ∆ and the value of Ω on the brane, we can obtain the behaviour of all the other gauge invariants via algebra and differentiation. The above formulae can be easily manipulated to find a wave equation for ∆:
The above ODE, the bulk wave equation (18) and the boundary condition (28) comprise a closed set of equations for ∆ and Ω. Before moving on, we have three remarks: First, note that in the low energy universe, we can neglect O(ρ 2 /σ 2 ) terms. Then, the ∆ wave equation reduces to
Setting Ω b = 0 yields the standard 4-dimensional dynamical equation for ∆; hence, we recover GR at low energies. Second, we note that from the conservation of stress-energy on the brane (27), we must have
We can easily verify that Eqns. (30c), (31) and (33) imply that (35) is satisfied identically, which is a good consistency check of our formulae. Finally, the entropy perturbation can be simplified when the brane matter is either a perfect fluid or a scalar field:
For the rest of this paper, we will be considering the perfect fluid case.
D. Asymptotic behaviour in the high-energy radiation-dominated regime
To model the perturbations in the very early universe, we assume radiation domination and ρ ≫ σ; or, equivalently, Hℓ ≫ 1. Under these circumstances, the following approximations hold:
The last relationship can be used to re-cast the boundary condition on the bulk master variable Ω into a 1st order ordinary differential equation for Ω b . Hence, the equation of motion for ∆ and boundary condition become
By differentiating the first equation we can derive a decoupled third order equation for ∆, which can be solved via power series methods. The solutions for ∆ and Ω are a superposition of three linearly independent modes:
where the A i are constants. At leading order in (kη), these mode functions are given by dominant growing mode:
subdominant growing mode:
decaying mode:
b ≈ −20a
As the labels on the left suggest, the growth of density perturbations for the dominant growing mode is faster than for the subdominant growing mode on superhorizon scales. The density contrast of the third mode decays in the high-energy regime.
We can calculate the behaviour of ζ and Ψ for the dominant growing mode by substituting the full series solutions for ∆ (1) and Ω (1) into (30b) and (31), which yields:
We see that the dominant growing mode curvature perturbation and Newtonian potential are conserved on superhorizon scales. Also note that (41) implies
Eqs. (41) and (42) are similar to the standard superhorizon growing mode results for a radiation dominated universe in general relativity,
but the numerical factors are different.
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Finally, we note that the method described in the subsection fails to yield an approximate solution for the other metric potential Φ (1) . The reason is that when the full series expansions for ∆ (1) and Ω are substituted into (30a), the leading order contribution vanishes, leaving a result that is the same order as the error in the original approximations (37) . We must therefore rely on numeric simulations to determine the asymptotic behaviour of Φ.
IV. NUMERIC ANALYSIS A. Dimensionless parameters and integration algorithms
Our goal in the section is the solution of the system comprised of the bulk wave equation (18) and the brane wave equation (33) subject to the boundary condition (28) . For the rest of the paper, we will restrict ourselves to the case of a radiation-dominated brane with w = 1/3. To perform the analysis, it is necessary to make the various quantities in the equations dimensionless. To do so, we define the "*" epoch as the moment in time when a mode with wavenumber k enters the Hubble horizon
Then, we introduce dimensionless/normalized quantities aŝ
Another important era is the critical epoch whenĤ c = H c ℓ = 1 and the radiation density has its critical valuê ρ c = √ 2 − 1. We define the critical epoch as the transition between high and low energy regimes. The ratio of the wavenumber of any given mode to the wavenumber k c = H c a c of the critical mode that enters the horizon at the critical epoch is
where a c is the value of the scale factor at the critical epoch. Generally speaking, we call modes with k > k c "supercritical" and modes with k < k c "subcritical". The scale defined by the critical mode in today's universe (with scale factor a 0 ) is given by
where g c is the number of relativistic degrees of freedom in the matter sector at the critical epoch. For ℓ = 0.1 mm, this corresponds to a scale of ∼ 10 astronomical units (AU), which is incredibly tiny by cosmological standards. Finally, if we normalize all coordinates by z * ,τ
we find that the entire system of master equations is characterized by the dimensionless matter density at horizon crossingρ * . Once the system has been reduced into the dimensionless form, we have two independent numerical codes that can be used to solve for ∆ andΩ b . The first is the pseudo-spectral (PS) method used in Ref. [13, 30] and the second is the characteristic integration (CI) algorithm developed in Ref. [36] 3 ; detailed descriptions of each method can be found in the respective papers. There is one technical difference between the two algorithms that is worth highlighting here: Namely, each code solves forΩ in different regions of the 5-dimensional spacetime, as shown in Fig. 1 . One implication of this is that the initial data for each code needs to be specified at different places. For the PS code, one needs to chooseΩ and ∂Ω/∂τ on an initial spacelike hypersurface ∂M − PS of constantτ , while for the CI algorithm one needsΩ only on an initial null hypersurface ∂M − CI intersecting the brane. What initial conditions should we actually use? The calculations of §III D suggest that at sufficiently early times, the dynamics of the system are well described by three distinct modes (40) . If our initial data surface is positioned within this early era, it follows that generic choices of initial conditions will excite some superposition of these three modes. However, after a short period of time the dominant growing mode will overtake the contributions from the subdominant growing and decaying modes. Hence, we expect that the late time dynamics of our model will be insensitive to the choice of initial conditions, provided that the initial data hypersurface is oriented at an early enough time. Since we do not expect the initial conditions to matter very much, we make the simple choices PS initial conditions: ∆(O) = Nâ
3 To apply the CI method as described in [36] , the bulk wave equation needs to be mapped into a canonical form via the change of variablê Ω = (z * /z) 3/2 φ.
FIG. 1:
The computational domains employed by the pseudo-spectral (PS) and characteristic integration (CI) methods. The future and past boundaries ∂M ± PS of the PS domain MPS are lines of constant τ , while for the CI method they are null rays. In the PS method, one needs a constant z regulator brane to render the computational domain finite. In principle, the position of the regulator is free, but it should be placed to the right of the point P in order to be outside the causal past of the physical brane. Initial conditions for the two methods are placed on ∂M where∂ η = ∂/∂η,∂ τ = ∂/∂τ, and an "i" subscript denotes the initial value of the scale factor and Hubble parameter. Here, N is a normalization constant that we will often select to make ζ = 1 at the initial time. These initial conditions are motivated by the fact that we expect ∆ ∝â 6 ≫Ω b for the dominant growing mode at very early times, which can certainly be satisfied by settingΩ = 0 on the initial data surface. For the PS method, the initial time derivative ofΩ is selected to satisfy the boundary condition (28) at the initial time. Note that the initial conditions for the two methods are actually incompatible due to the different locations of the initial surface. But as we have argued above and will see below, this difference should make no difference to the final results. (We will test this assumption in §IV D below.)
B. Typical waveforms
We now turn to the results of our simulations. In Fig. 2 we show the output of the PS and CI codes for a typical simulation of a supercritical mode withρ * = 50. As expected we have excellent agreement between the two codes, despite the fact that they use different initial conditions (49). In fact, we have confirmed that the codes give essentially identical results for a wide range of parameters, which gives us confidence in our numerical methods. It is also reassuring that the simulation results closely match the analytic predictions of §III D on high-energy/superhorizon scales. Note that for all simulations, we recover that ∆ and ζ are phase-locked plane waves,
at sufficiently late times kη ≫ 1, which is actually the same behaviour as seen in GR, where we have the following exact solutions for the growing mode density contrast and curvature perturbation during radiation domination:
Comparison between typical results of the PS and CI codes for various brane quantities (left); and the typical behaviour of the bulk master variable (right) as calculated by the CI method. Very good agreement between the two different numerical schemes is seen in the left panel, despite the fact that they use different initial conditions. We also see excellent consistency between the simulations and the approximations developed in §III D for the behaviour of the system on high-energy/superhorizon scales [c.f. Eqs. (40)- (42)]. Also note that on subhorizon scales, ∆ and ζ undergo simple harmonic oscillations, which is consistent with the behaviour in GR (51). The bulk profile demonstrates our choice of initial conditions: We see that the bulk master variableΩ is essentially zero during the early stages of the simulation, and only becomes "large" when the mode crosses the horizon.
where A is a constant. In Fig. 3 , we show the simulated behaviour of several different gauge invariants on the brane for given subcritical (k = 0.25k c ) and supercritical (k = 10k c ) modes. These plots illustrate several points that are generic to all of our simulations: The curvature perturbations R c and ζ are conserved on superhorizon scales for all cases, just as in general relativity. This useful fact allows us to define the primordial amplitude of a given perturbation as the value of ζ or R c before horizon crossing. For the metric perturbations Φ and Ψ, we find that for supercritical and superhorizon scales |Ψ| ≫ |Φ|, Ψ ≈ −4ζ = constant, (for a a c and k Ha).
This implies that the Weyl anisotropic stress κ 2 4 δπ E ≈ −Ψ/a 2 is relatively large in the high-energy superhorizon regime.
Finally, Fig. 4 illustrates how the ordinary superhorizon behaviour of perturbations in GR is recovered for modes entering the Hubble horizon in the low energy era. We see how ∆, Φ and Ψ smoothly interpolate between the nonstandard high-energy behaviour to the usual expectations given by (43) . Also shown in this plot is the behaviour of the KK anisotropic stress, which steadily decays throughout the simulation. This is characteristic of all the cases we have studied.
C. Enhancement factors and the transfer function
If we examine the curvature perturbations plots in Fig. 3 in detail, we see that the amplitude of ζ increases during horizon crossing. Furthermore, the degree of enhancement seems to increase with increasing k. This is quite different from the behaviour of the perturbations of a radiation dominated universe in ordinary GR (51), where the asymptotic amplitude of ζ is the same before and after horizon crossing. Hence, in the braneworld case we see an enhancement in the amplitude of perturbations that is not present in conventional theory.
What is responsible for this enhancement? As discussed in the Introduction, there are actually two separate effects to consider: First, there is the modification of the universe's expansion at high energies and the O(ρ/σ) corrections to the perturbative equations of motion (30)- (33) . Second, there is the effect of the bulk degrees of freedom encapsulated by the bulk master variable Ω (or, equivalently, the KK fluid variables ∆ E , V E and δπ E ). To separate out the two (40) for the behaviour of ∆ andΩ b on large scales and high energies. The central plots show the comoving and uniform density curvature perturbations, Rc and ζ respectively. As in conventional cosmology, these are conserved and equal on superhorizon scales. Also note that the amplitude of ζ after horizon crossing is larger for the mode with larger k. The plots on the right show the two gauge invariant metric perturbations on the brane. Before the critical epoch we have that |Ψ| ≫ |Φ|, while afterwards we recover the GR result Φ ≈ −Ψ. Finally, in the high-energy regime we see Ψ ≈ −4ζ, in line with the approximation (41).
effects, it is useful to introduce the 4-dimensional effective theory discussed above where all O(ρ/σ) corrections to GR are retained, but the bulk effects are removed by artificially setting Ω = 0. In the case of radiation domination, we obtain equations for the effective theory density contrast ∆ eff and curvature perturbation ζ eff from (31) and (33) with Ω b = 0:
These in conjunction with the Friedmann equation (10) and the conservation of stress energy (11) give a closed set of ODEs on the brane that describe all of the O(ρ/σ) corrections to GR.
In Fig. 5 , we plot the predictions of GR, the effective theory, and the full 5-dimensional simulations for the behaviour of ζ and ∆ for a supercritical mode. Since in any given model we expect the primordial value of the curvature perturbation to be fixed by inflation, it makes physical sense to normalize the waveforms from each theory such that
When this is enforced we see that the effective theory predicts a larger final amplitude for the density perturbation than GR. Furthermore, the final amplitude in the 5-dimensional simulation is larger than both of the other theories. From this we can infer that both O(ρ/σ) and KK effects induce enhancement in the amplitude of perturbations.
FIG. 4:
The simulated behaviour of an extremely subcritical k ≪ kc mode on superhorizon scales. On the left we show how the ∆ gauge invariant switches from the high-energy behaviour predicted in Eq. (42) to the familiar GR result (43) as the universe expands through the critical epoch. We also show how the KK anisotropic stress κ 2 4 δπE steadily decays throughout the simulation, which is typical of all the cases we have investigated. On the right, we show the metric perturbations Φ and Ψ as well as the curvature perturbation ζ. Again, note how the GR result Φ ≈ −Ψ ≈ −2ζ/3 is recovered at low energy. This is in contrast to the situation for tensor perturbations in the Randall-Sundrum model, where modification of the expansion serves to increase the amplitude of gravitational waves while the bulk effects tend to decrease it [28, 29, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35] .
The amount of enhancement should be a function of the frequency of the mode, since we expect extremely subcritical modes k ≪ k c to behave as in GR. To test this, we can define a set of "enhancement factors", which are functions of k that describe the relative amplitudes of ∆ after horizon crossing in the various theories. As in Fig. 5 , let the final amplitudes of the density perturbation with wavenumber k be C 5D (k), C eff (k) and C GR (k) for the 5-dimensional, effective and GR theories, respectively, given that the normalization (54) holds. Then, we define enhancement factors as
It follows that Q eff (k) represents the O(ρ/σ) enhancement to the density perturbation, Q E (k) gives the magnification due to KK modes, while Q 5D (k) gives the total 5-dimensional amplification over the GR case. These enhancement factors are shown in the left panel of Fig. 6 . We can see that they all increase as the scale is decreased, and that they all approach unity for k → 0. Since Q = 1 implies no enhancement of the density perturbations over the standard result, this means we recover general relativity on large scales. For all wavenumbers we see Q eff > Q E > 1, which implies that the amplitude magnification due to the O(ρ/σ) corrections is always larger than that due to the KK modes. Interestingly, the Q-factors appear to approach asymptotically constant values for large k:
It is difficult to know if these are the true asymptotic limits for k → ∞ due to the limitations of computing power. In cosmological perturbation theory, transfer functions are very important quantities. They allow one to transform the primordial spectrum of some quantity set during inflation into the spectrum of another quantity at a later time. In this sense, they are essentially the Fourier transform of the retarded Green's function for cosmological perturbations. There are many different transfer functions one can define, but for our case it is useful to consider a function T (k) that will tell us how the initial spectrum of curvature perturbations P inf ζ maps onto the spectrum of density perturbations P ∆ at some low energy epoch within the radiation era characterized by the conformal time η > η c . It is customary We can clearly see that given the same primordial values of the curvature perturbation, the final amplitude of the density perturbation in the 5D theory C5D is larger than in the effective theory Ceff, which in turn is larger than the GR value CGR = 4.
FIG. 6: Density perturbation enhancement factors (left) and transfer functions (right) from simulations, effective theory, and general relativity. All of the Q factors monotonically increase with k/kc, and we see that the ∆ amplitude enhancement due to O(ρ/σ) effects Qeff is generally larger than the enhancement due to KK effects QE . For asymptotically small scales k ≫ kc, the enhancement seems to level off. The transfer functions in the right panel are evaluated at a given subcritical epoch in the radiation dominated era. The T functions show how, for a fixed primordial spectrum of curvature perturbations P inf ζ , the effective theory predicts excess power in the ∆ spectrum P∆ ∝ T 2 P inf ζ on supercritical/subhorizon scales compared to the GR result. The excess small-scale power is even greater when KK modes are taken into account, as shown by T5D(k; η).
FIG. 7:
Simulated waveforms forΩ = constant initial data in the CI method. Here, (Ω/∆)i is the ratio of the bulk field to the density perturbation at the initial time; this ratio is zero for the other simulations in this paper. The early time behaviour of ∆ andΩ b shows some sensitivity to (Ω/∆)i, but otherwise the waveforms are identical to one another up to an overall amplitude scaling. Indeed, if we normalize the simulation results by the initial value of ζ we find that all of the ∆ waveforms are coincident at late times, which means that the enhancement factor Q5D and transfer function T5D are insensitive to (Ω/∆)i. Note that at early times we haveΩ b ∝ a, which matches the behaviour of the subdominant growing mode from Eq. (40) . This confirms our expectations: varying the initial data causes the other subdominant modes to be excited to various degrees, but the dominant growing mode always "wins" at late times.
V. DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS
In this paper, we have written down the equations of motion for generic gauge-invariant scalar cosmological perturbations in the RS braneworld model in a form suitable for numeric analysis ( §III). We have developed new analytic approximations for the behaviour of fluctuations on high-energy superhorizon scales ( §III D) for a radiation dominated brane. We have applied two different numerical algorithms to solve the equations in the early radiation-dominated universe ( §IV). Our numerical results show that the amplitude of modes which enter the Hubble horizon during the high-energy regime gets enhanced over the the standard GR result. Conversely, modes which enter at low energy do not show any late-time deviations from standard theory, as seen in Fig. 4 . We only recover standard results for the metric perturbations, such as Ψ ≈ −Φ, at low energies.
Our simulations confirm the common sense expectation that all tangible effects from the fifth dimension are on scales smaller than a critical value k −1 c , whose physical size today is given by Eq. (47) . To parameterize the degree of amplification as a function of scale, we introduced so-called "enhancement factors" and transfer functions in §IV C. These show that the degree of enhancement over the GR case seems to reach a constant value at high k; the amplification of the subhorizon matter power spectrum is ∼ 50 for k ∼ 10 3 k c . We presented analytic arguments and numerical evidence that our results are robust against modifications of the initial data for simulations ( §IV D).
As discussed in §I and §IV C, the enhancement of perturbations upon horizon crossing can be attributed to two effects: namely, the O(ρ/σ) corrections to the background dynamics and the influence of the KK modes. Both of these give roughly equal contributions to the enhancement (Fig. 6) . One could have anticipated the KK enhancement on simple physical grounds by arguing as follows: In Ref. [37] it was shown that the gravitational force of attraction between two bodies in the RS one brane model is gravitational force ∼ κ 
That is, the Newtonian force becomes 5-dimensional on small scales. This implies that the gravitational force is stronger than usual on scales r ℓ. It then follows that the self-gravity of perturbative modes that enter the horizon at high energies Hℓ 1 will be greater than those which enter at low energies Hℓ 1. Therefore, we should expect that the amplitude of small-scale modes to be magnified over the amplitude of large-scale modes during horizon crossing in braneworld cosmology, which is exactly what we have seen in our simulations.
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The amplitude enhancement of perturbations is important on comoving scales 10 AU, which are far too small to be relevant to present-day/cosmic microwave background measurements of the matter power spectrum. However, it may have an important bearing on the formation of compact objects such as primordial black holes and boson stars at very high energies, i.e. the greater gravitational force of attraction in the early universe will create more of these objects than in GR (different aspects of primordial black holes in RS cosmology in the context of various effective theories have been considered in Refs. [41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47] ). We know that the abundance of primordial black holes can be constrained by big bang nucleosythesis and observations of high-energy cosmic rays, so it would be interesting to see if the kind of enhancement of density perturbations predicted in this paper can be used to derive new limits on Randall-Sundrum cosmology. We leave this issue for future work.
